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ORGANIZATIONAL UPDATE
Work Continues on Attaining Nonprofit Status.
As we go to press, the paperwork necessary to apply for US-government
nonprofit tax status has just been completed and submitted. Although it
takes several months for the U.S. Internal Revenue Service to process its
own (labyrinthine!) application, we fully expect to obtain this status when
all is said and done. Once that happens, contributions to Terralingua will
become tax-deductible for U.S. citizens. Additionally, we will then be
able to apply for numerous foundation grants that are restricted to
recognized nonprofit organizations.
............................................................................

......
ACTIVITIES
The UC-Berkeley Conference. The major activity Terralingua has been
involved in these past three months has been the conference described below
by Luisa Maffi, Terralingua's president.
Language, Knowledge, and the Environment:
Threats to the World's Biocultural Diversity
By Luisa Maffi (U California, Berkeley)
[Report on the working conference "Endangered Languages,
Endangered Knowledge, Endangered Environments", held at U
California at Berkeley, October 25-27, 1996. Revised draft no. 2,
December 14, 1996, submitted to "Conference Call" column,
Anthropology Newsletter.]

On October 25-27, 1996, an international group of scholars,
professionals, and activists came together at U California, Berkeley
for the working conference "Endangered Languages, Endangered
Knowledge, Endangered Environments". This event was the first
joint meeting of experts from an array of disciplines in the social,
behavioral, and biological sciences ranging from linguistics to
anthropology, ethnobiology, cultural geography, economics,
cognitive psychology, biology, and ecology, along with natural
resource conservationists, cultural advocates, and representatives of
indigenous peoples. The meeting was called to explore the complex
connections between cultural and biological diversity, the
interrelated causes and consequences of loss of both forms of
diversity, and the role of indigenous and minority languages and of
traditional knowledge in biocultural diversity maintenance and the
promotion of sustainable human-environment relationships.
Participants also discussed plans for integrated research, training,
and action in this domain.
Diversity Loss on Earth
In their respective fields, these various communities of researchers
and activists have been calling attention to the dramatic effects of
rapidly occurring global processes of socioeconomic and ecological
change on the very objects of their concerns: human cultural and
linguistic groups and their traditional knowledge; biological species;
and the world's environments. An ever-growing body of literature
on endangered languages, vanishing cultures, biodiversity loss,
and ecosystems at risk is accumulating, attesting to the perceived
gravity and urgency of such issues. Underlying these concerns is a
common interest in the future of humanity and of life on earth.
However, communication all across these fields of endeavor has
been slow in developing. The conference was conceived to begin to
fill this gap.
Links Between Biological and Cultural Diversity
Conference participants first established theoretical common ground
by considering notions of biological diversity and diversification,
on the one hand, and linguistic and cultural diversity and
diversification, on the other, and outlining analogies and
discrepancies between these different manifestations of the diversity

of life. They heard reports about the comparable magnitude and
pace of the current extinction crises affecting biological species and
human languages, and examined evidence of remarkable overlaps
between global mappings of the world's areas of biological
megadiversity and areas of high linguistic diversity. The possible
factors accounting for these correlations were discussed in light of
issues of human-environment coevolution and in terms of various
ways that have been proposed by ethnobiologists and human
ecologists in which cultural diversity might enhance biodiversity or
vice versa. In this perspective, the need to address the foreseeable
consequences of massive disruption of such long-standing
interactions was stressed, and the converse correlation between
low-diversity cultural systems and low biodiversity was noted.
The notion of endemism emerged as of particular relevance in
talking about both biological and linguistic diversity, from the point
of view of the especially threatened status of species or languages
endemic to a single region--or even worse, a single country,
making them extremely vulnerable to the vagaries of national
sociopolitical and economic processes. Linking the two forms of
endemism, a notion of "ethnobiological endemism" was proposed,
underscoring the local nature of traditional environmental
knowledge and its comparable vulnerability by those same
processes. Also centrally relevant to the conference's perspective
was evidence concerning indigenous and local peoples' knowledge
not only about natural kinds, but also about ecological relations.
The need to systematically and comparatively study this ecological
knowledge and how it correlates with reasoning about and action
vis-a-vis the environment (as in the extraction and use of natural
resources) was affirmed.
In describing the structural and functional deterioration that
characterizes processes of language loss, linguists pointed to the
various levels at which such processes can and do affect the
maintenance of traditional environmental knowledge--from loss of
biosystematic lexicon to loss of traditional stories and other forms
and contexts of communication. The role of various factors of
cultural change and acculturation, such as schooling and migration,
were explored. Cognitive psychologists provided new evidence
about processes of folkbiological knowledge devolution in societies
that have moved away from direct contact with nature, although
such processes were shown to be less straightforward than earlier
studies had suggested.
Numerous case studies were presented on issues of language and
knowledge loss and the interactions between cultural and biological
diversity, spanning Africa, Asia, Oceania, and the Americas, and
covering both indigenous and other local groups, such as migrants,
and exemplifying a variety of linguistic stocks and of modes of
subsistence, from hunting and gathering to agriculture. Several
presentations also illustrated patterns of cultural and linguistic
resistence and knowledge persistence, as well as efforts to revitalize
languages and cultures that had gone extinct, with a special focus
on maintaining or recovering and newly applying knowledge about
traditional resource management practices. Finally, a set of
presentations was devoted to both grassroots and international
initiatives aimed at biocultural conservation, as well as to issues of

indigenous land rights and traditional resource rights, that were
seen as inextricably linked to the viability of local communities and
their languages and cultures. New economic models, based on a
coevolutionary social and ecological framework, were proposed as
the context in which humanity at the end of the millennium could
strive to achieve sustainability and maintain biological and cultural
diversity.
=46uture Directions
While participants agreed in recognizing the interconnectedness of
biological, cultural, and linguistic diversity, a shared need was felt
for better, more fine-grained ways to define and identify diversity,
especially linguistic and cultural diversity. As measured in broad
outline, as is traditionally done in the mapping of the languages and
culture areas of the world, the two forms of diversity do not yield a
good fit, although linguistic diversity is often used as a proxy for
cultural diversity. Contradictory results are thus arrived at when
biological diversity is cross-mapped onto one or the other. The
consensus was that a much higher level of resolution, at the level of
individual communities, or even subsections of communities, is
required to identify cultural variation relevant to the study of
biocultural diversity correlations, i.e., variation reflecting specific
local adaptations; and that comparable detailed work needs to be
done on linguistic variation. The crucial importance of working in
close contact with other colleagues in interdisciplinary teams was
stressed, as was the need for interdisciplinary teaching and training.
Issues of funding for interdisciplinary research, as well as for
applied work aimed at returning the results of research to local
communities and at fostering grassroots biocultural conservation
efforts, were also discussed. A "white paper", containing
conference participants' recommendations at these various levels, is
in preparation, as are one or more publications based on the
conference, and an informational/educational video (in collaboration
with documentary filmmaker Steve Bartz). An extensive set of
background readings, prepared by the conference organizer, is also
available upon request.
[The conference was organized by Luisa Maffi (Institute of
Cognitive Studies, U California, Berkeley), and funded by the
Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research, the
UNESCO/WWF-I/Kew Gardens "People and Plants Initiative",
and UC Berkeley's Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research,
Office of the Deans of Letters and Sciences, and Institute of
Cognitive Studies. It was sponsored by the NGO "Terralingua:
Partnerships for Linguistic and Biological Diversity",
and co-sponsored and hosted by UC Berkeley's Department
of Integrative Biology and University and Jepson Herbaria.
Participants were: Scott Atran, William Balee, Herman
Batibo, Benjamin Blount, Stephen Brush, Ignacio Chapela,
Greville Corbett, Alejandro de Avila, Margaret Florey,
David Harmon, Jane Hill, Leanne Hinton, Eugene Hunn,
Dominique Irvine, Willett Kempton, Manuel Lizarralde,
Ian Saem Majnep, L. Frank Manriquez, Gary Martin,
Douglas Medin, Katharine Milton, Brent Mishler, Felipe Molina,
Denny Moore, Gary Nabhan, James Nations, Johanna Nichols,
Richard Norgaard, Christine Padoch, Andrew Pawley, Mark
Poffenberger, Darrell Posey, Eric Smith, D. Michael Warren,

Stanford Zent. The participant's affiliations, biographical
sketches, and conference abstracts, as well as other information
about the conference, can be found at the following two WWW sites:
http://ucjeps.berkeley.edu/Endangered_Lang_Conf/Endangered_Lang.html
http://cougar.ucdavis.edu/nas/terralin/home.html
=46or additional information, please contact Dr. Luisa Maffi,
Institute of Cognitive Studies, 608 Barrows Hall, U California,
Berkeley, CA 94720; phone: (510) 643-1728; fax: (510) 643-5688;
e-mail: maffi@cogsci.berkeley.edu.]
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Translations.
Several more translations have been received for the Terralingua Web site
(of which, more below): KyaNgonde (Walusako A. Mwalilino), Tok Pisin (John
Croft), and Welsh (Jeremy Evas). Thanks to these Terralingua members for
their work! These translations are now part of the Terralingua Web site,
as well as being available in print. We are very eager to have basic
Terralingua materials translated into as many languages as possible. If
you have translations skills, please consider putting them to use on behalf
of Terralingua. It's a great way to join in lieu of making a financial
membership contribution.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Web Site.
In September the Terralingua Web site went on line, thanks to the good
offices and assistance of Board Member Martha Macri and Alexiss Holden of
the University of California-Davis. The address is:
http://cougar.ucdavis.edu/nas/terralin/home.html
The site is hosted by the Native American Studies program at UC-Davis, to
whom we are most grateful.
When you visit there, you will find:
*** the translations mentioned above;
*** a link to a page of cross-references to other Internet resources on
language endangerment, survival, and rejuvenation (soon to be updated);
*** information on the Conference on Endangered Languages, Endangered
Knowledge, Endangered Environments, including abstracts, presenter
biographies, and the table of conference to the conference reader (a great
bibliographic resource in itself), and Luisa Maffi's position paper -which we have published as the first in a series of Terralingua Discussion
Papers; and
*** general information on Terralingua.
The Web page is very much a permanent work-in-progress--and we invite you
to contribute. We are always looking for links to other relevant Web
sites, proposals for discussion papers, translations of our Statement of
Purpose, and suggestions for additional material to put on the site. Give
us your ideas!

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Contacts with Other Organizations.
Thanks to substantial effort by Terralingua member Tony Leaver, we are now
in touch with the European Bureau of Lesser Used Languages, an
EU-sanctioned body based in Dublin. EBLUL is devoted to supporting the
numerous "minority" languages spoken in EU-member countries. Tony wrote to
EBLUL's director, D=F3nall O Riag=E1in, to tell him about Terralingua, and h=
e
sent a prompt and enthusiastic reply along with numerous back issues of
EBLUL's newsletter. If you'd like to contact EBLUL on your own, just get in
touch with us and we'll be happy to send their address.
............................................................................
......
REPORTS & COMMUNICATIONS FROM MEMBERS
In this section of the newsletter we publish letters, reports, queries, and
other communications from Terralingua members. Please note that one of the
ways you can join Terralingua is by contributing to the newsletter, so this
is an easy way to share information with others and become a member at the
same time!
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Trond Trosterud writes: "The following is a list of experiences that I
would like to share with the readers of your newsletter."
On supporting threatened languages
=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=
=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D
by Trond Trosterud, trondt@barsek.hsf.no
The bottom line is that only the speakers themselves can save their
language. But as linguists, there are a lot of things we can and should do.
The following points are collected on the basis of personal experience,
focusing on topics at least I haven't seen that often in the discussion.
Exact information on the state-of-the-art
----------------------------------------A bilingual society can change into a monolingual assimilated one very
fast, without fluent speakers realising what is going on until it is too
late. Thus, in unclear and critical cases, age pyramids should be set up
that show the fluency of (each speaker of) each age group. Panu Hallamaa,
Helsinki, has done some nice work on both Aleut and Skolt Saami, and he
also discusses general methodological questions involved.
Active utilising of intervening majority language borders
--------------------------------------------------------Languages always die via a bilingual stage (except genocide cases). With
all speakers fluent in the same majority language, "there is no use in
speaking the minority language". Contact across majority language borders
should thus be encouraged. In cases where the minority language spoken on
the other side of the majority language border is a different, but related
language, both passive (speak own lg - understand other lg) and active
bil-ingualism (speak-understand both) should be encouraged. A "useless"

minority language can be turned into an important device for international
com-munication if it is used as a basis for learning a related language in
a neighbouring country. Minority language speakers may end up as
much-needed interpreters, and multilingualism within the ethnic macrogroup
will also strengthen own ethnic identity. Thus, both active and passive
bilingualism should be taught.
The right to positive identification with own ethnic identity
------------------------------------------------------------School education in and on one's mother tongue is more and more seen as a
part of linguistic human rights. In addition to that, I will emphasise the
right to learn the language of one's ethnic group, also when it is no
longer the mother tongue for the pupil. This is of central importance for
the self-identification of the pupil.
Dictionary FROM the majority language
------------------------------------Every minority language should have a dictionary from the majority to the
minority language, a dictionary giving the speakers back words in exchange
for all the words that are stolen as a part of assimilatory language
pol-icy. Such dictionaries will provide a (common) vocabulary for phenomena
outside the domestic and traditional sphere, and they will function as
guidelines when borrowing new concept from the majority language. Today,
minority language dictionaries are all too often made by linguists in order
to understand collected text material, thus, they are FROM the minority
language, they contain only words found in the text collections (hence no
neologisms), and they are typically not written in any official
orthogra-phy.
Not only small languages are threatened
--------------------------------------=46or us, as linguists, the "worst case", is when the last speakers (of a lg
without close relatives) dies. But large-scale language shift can as well
start on million sized languages (the Mordvinian languages of Russia are a
bad example), and happen more or less simultaneously (and fast). Shifting
the perspective to the speaker, it is sad to loose the lg of the community,
even though it is spoken by a Diaspora group some hundred kilometres away.
Internet and the number of graphemes in the character set standards
------------------------------------------------------------------Internet and interactive Text-TV will soon become wide-spread. Radio has
proven useful for minorities, it is cheap and does not require literacy.
Internet poses some additional problems, that must be addressed by us
lin-guists at once, especially since we are the ones to blame in the first
place: Often, we were the ones that invented good, phonemic or syllabic
writing systems, utilising a large number of graphemes not contained in the
A-Z English (or in the A-JA Russian) alphabet. I prefer the Czech solution
(one-phoneme graphemes) to the Hungarian and English one (digraphs) myself,
but having invented these graphemes we must now make them available on the
net. To do this we need code table standards and information on how to use
them. Cf.<a href=3D"http://www.norut.no/barsek/ip/char.html">Work on the S=
=E1mi
lan-guages</a> , especially .<a
href=3D"http://www.norut.no/barsek/ip/funny.html">Funny characters on the
net. What information technology can (and cannot) do to support minority
languages</a>, by Trond Trosterud.

To be specific: We must make sure that every grapheme of every written
lan-guage of the world (including tone and length diacritics if in use) is
found in the 32-bits ISO/IEC 10646-1 standard. There are holes there, and
we are the ones that should fill them. Today,3/4 of the space in part 1 of
10646 (Basic Multilingual Plane, or the first 65536 character positions)
are being filled by Chinese characters. After having had their basic (some
tenths of thousands of characters) in BMP, the Chinese should be satisfied,
and given a whole plane of their own. The BMP should then be reserved AT
LEAST for phoneme- and syllabic-based symbols of all the worlds written
languages. Raising the number of Cyrillic positions from the current 256 to
e.g. 512 would make no difference whatsoever to the space consideration of
Chinese, but it will solve ALL problems for the Cyrillic-based scripts
(today, not even the stress-marks of Russian are included, which will come
as a great surprise to text book providers). Also, minority languages
should have local 8-bits standards while waiting for 10646-1 to be
implemented. In the Saami community, it has been (and still is) hazardous
to transfer electronically (by exchanging discs, sending e-mail..), thus
mak-ing all publication and communication slower and more expensive. When
minority languages are claimed to be =ABdifficult=BB to read or write (even
though we as linguists know that their orthography are incredibly much
bet-ter than the ones of e.g. English or Norwegian), it is due to the fact
that their languages are never seen in print. This is one of the most
important ways of making them visible.

Minority language road signs
---------------------------Road signs and public other public sign in the minority language is a very
important measure, as seen by the strong reactions of the majority
popula-tion against them wherever they are introduced. Sometimes minority
group members that have lost their language are among the strongest
opponents to introducing minority language signs, perhaps because they in a
way feel be-trayed by the country administration to whom they gave their
language loyalty. Making minority languages visible is the most important
effect of these signs, but they also teach how to write local place names,
and they show the official name of public institutions in the minority
language.
Heritage
-------As a result of the work of philologists and comparativists, huge bodies of
fairy tales, myth-o-logical texts, legends on the creation of the world,
etc., are compiled and published, often with a parallel translation. These
test should be translated from the phonetic transcription they probably are
written in, and into the official orthography that hopefully exists for the
language today, and then published. Simultaneously, the syntacticians among
us get searchable, machine readable corpora to work with. Thus, such work
can be financed by university grants. The publications will tell about
tra-ditions before the cultural suppression set in, and it give the peoples
in question back their own cultural heritage. Linguists visited the peoples
and got their stories, now is the time to give them back.
Passive bilingualism in families
-------------------------------Many parents that otherwise are motivated to pass their language to the
next generation will eventually give up speaking their mother tongue to
their children when the children (al-ways/of-ten/more and more) answer them

in the majority language. But why should they? As long as both participants
in the conversation understand each other, they can talk like that for the
rest of their life. The child will learn the majority language anyway, and
by knowing the minority language well passively, it later on will have a
chance to activate it.
I recently heard about a case like this, where the child in question mixed
the two lgs (as they of course do), but got teased and hit in kindergarten,
and with no support from the staff there. These problems (not relevant for
bilinguals with high-status 2nd lg) should be anticipated and addressed in
advance.
Anecdote
-------Attending a meeting of S=E1mi and Norwegian officials, one of the S=E1mi
participants was asked: Do you need an interpreter? No, she answered, I
don=B4t. But I will give my talk in S=E1mi, so it might be that you will nee=
d
one.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Possible Measures to support the activities of the Faculty for the Peoples
in the Northern Areas (FNKS) at the Herzen Institute in St.Peters-burg

Trond Trosterud, consultant for indigenous peoples' affairs,
Barents secretariat, Kirkenes, Norway.
Preliminary version, 04.01.96
Why a support program for the FNKS at the Herzen Institute?
As we start the decade of the indigenous peoples of the world, we at the
same time face a situation where not only their living conditions and legal
status are threatened, but also their languages and cultures. According to
recent estimates, roughly half of the 6000 of the worlds languages are
threatened. This is a catastrophic loss not only to the peoples themselves
and to their culture, but to mankind as a whole. Language is perhaps the
most outstanding achievement in our history, the single trait that
distinguishes between animals and human beings. These languages do not
cease to be spoken by themselves, the development is the result of a
carefully planned policy of nation-building, that has the transition of the
population into monolingual speakers of the one (or a few) official
language(s) as explicit or implicit goal.
In the northern half of Eurasia, far the greatest number of threatened
languages are situated in Russia, and of these, a great number are taught
as subject at the FNKS at the Herzen institute in St.Petersburg. Founded in
192x, it has trained mother tongue teachers long before Western European
countries gave their minorities the same possibilities. Its teachers have
produced primers and dictionaries for use in the national schools, and it
has in essence educated the intellectuals of the northern peoples. Still,
today the FNKS faces a new and tough situation, as money for unprofitable
institutions are hard to get in today's Russia, and since the new economic
development also makes the situation much more difficult for the northern
peoples themselves. Thus, an efficient way of supporting small languages in
this part of the world is to concentrate upon the education of the
teachers, i.e. to support the FNKS of the Herzen Institute.

Measures for the graduate students
At the moment, there are =8A graduate students at the faculty. They are a
very important group, as they represent such a rare thing as scholars of
endangered languages having the language in question as their mother
tongue. Their main problem (apart from daily concerns linked to the
financial situation) is a lack of contact with the general scientific
community, partly the Russian one but especially the international one.
Lack of reading ability in languages like English, Finnish, German and
Hungarian also makes it difficult for them to follow the international
scientific debate.
Measures:
*
Grant program for these students so that they can take parts of
their education at foreign universities
*
Language courses so that they can improve their foreign language
abilities (e.g. for students of Uralic languages the summer courses in
Hungary and Finland are relevant), possibly combined with scientific summer
schools of the type that have been arranged in e.g. Hungary and Poland
during the last few years.
*
Visiting scholars giving introductory and/or advanced courses,
possibly as part of exchange programs.
Measures for the students at the ordinary courses
The students at the ordinary courses are in a key role when it comes to
language maintenance, since they are becoming mother tongue teachers. To
have them see their work in a broader perspective, and to make them get to
know fellow students elsewhere, excursions to relevant sites should be
arranged. A further possibility is to support work done for the benefit of
their mother tongues.
Measures:
*
Visiting trips, e.g. to their fellow students at the Finno-Ugric
departments at nearby Helsinki or Tartu, or to other colleges training
indigenous language teachers, e.g. Guovdageaidnu, Norway.
*
Small grants, either linked to special year courses (x roubles for
all the last-year students), or given only to some of the students, one
could e.g. let them apply for money to specific projects to document or
preserve their own mother tongue (collection of vocabularies, texts,
documentation of sociolinguistic situation, or linguistic case studies).
Measures for the teachers (pedagogical support)
Research on both bilingual and minority language teaching has made great
progress during the last decades, and it would be of major importance for
the teachers at the FNKS to get familiar with this work. Representing one
of the institutions with the longest tradition in the field, the FNKS
teachers undoubtedly also has important contributions to the discussion.
Travel grants should thus be provided to facilitate such an exchange of
experience.
Measures:
*
Seminars at FNKS with visiting scholars talking about methods for
teaching minority and endangered languages, and about linguistic human
rights
*
Possibility for FNKS teachers to participate in exchange programs

Measures for the administration
The daily work of the administration is made difficult by the lack of
efficient office equipment. such as computers. Too much time is spent on
trivial routines, and an efficient contact with related institutions both
abroad and within Russia is hampered by the lack of telefaxes and of
electronic mail.
Measures:
*
Help to facilitate administration: computers, faxes, copy machines,
other equipment. The operative system of the computers should be in
Russian, and the computers should be able to handle the letters of the
extended Cyrillic alphabets that are used for the languages taught at the
department.
Measures for the faculty as a whole
Most suggestions contained in this program will be facilitated by
formalising the co-operation with other institutions.
One part of the faculty deserves special attention, and that is the
library. A functioning reference library located at the institution is of
uttermost importance to all parts of the facutly. Today, the library needs
improvement.
Measures:
*
Make co-operation agreements with related institutions, such as The
Saami Regional College in Guovdageaidnu, Norway (cf. list below).
*
Invite the librarian(s) to related libraries in e.g. Finland
*
A survey should be made of the needs of the library, and measures
should be made to complete it.
How to implement these ideas
General
*
Co-operation agreement should be made with related institutions
abroad. The reason why this has not already taken place (contact is
restricted to foreign Uralists visiting the Faculty and interviewing the
students) is probably that the activities of the Faculty are poorly known,
especially outside traditional Finno-Ugric departments. The Faculty should,
e.g. in co-operation with the initiators of this programme, make an
information leaflet about itself, and present it for possible contact
institutions dealing with Uralistics and other relevant language programs,
Arctic research, Circumpolar co-operation, and research on indigenous
peoples.
*
The administration of the Faculty should carry out an analysis of
status quo and of the need for technical and practical support, so that
possible aid measures could meet the actual needs.
*
List of possible institutions for scientific co-operation and
financial support:
Department of Finno-Ugrian Studies (Kafedra finno-ugrovedenija) at the
University of Helsinki (to some extent co-operating already)
The Finno-Ugric department at the University of Turku
The department for Finnish and Saami studies at the University of Oulu
The Saami College in Guovdageaidnu
Troms=F6 Museum, University of Troms=F6
School of Language and Literature, University of Troms=F6
School of Social Sciences, University of Troms=F6
The Regional College in Alta

Other Finno-Ugric departments: Uppsala, Hamburg, Lund, Oslo, Copenhagen,
Munich, Berlin, Bloomington, Tokyo, Groningen, Budapest, G=F6ttingen, Vienna=
,
London,
=8A
Possible contributors
*
The institutions that solve co-operation agreements with the
=46aculty should apply for grants from existing exchange programs, especiall=
y
from programs aiming at stimulating scientific contacts between Eastern and
Western Europe.
*
To be able to give grants to the students of the Faculty there
should be made a separate fund. There are different organisations dealing
with endangered languages that could contribute to such a fund. As the
recognition of the acute situation for most of the languages of the world
grows, most linguistic organisations (The Linguistic Society of America,
The Nordic Association of Linguists, The Linguistic Association of Finland,
to mention a few) would probably also be willing to contribute.
*
The administration's need for more equipment can be met by the
donation of outdated equipment from nearby institutions, e.g. in the Nordic
countries. If such an approach proves difficult, the best alternative is
probably to by new equipment in St-Petersburg, so that the support
functions will be functioning.
*
The Students' Association of the University of Helsinki has a
separate program for help to linguistically related people (sukukansoja) in
Russia. They should be provided with concrete support program suggestions.
Costs
The details are held at a sketchy level here, but should naturally be
worked with before concrete applications are made. Suffice to say that for
all projects (perhaps except the exchange programs for western scholars)
there will be a relatively high effect to gain even from small sums.
The computers probably cost NOK 10-15000,- if new, and less if used.
Grants for students should be compatible with current Russian student grants=
.
=46oreign language and scientific courses will vary according to the organis=
ers.
Exchange programs: The costs are compatible to the grants provided by the
different East European and Baltic support programs that are implemented by
the Nordic countries.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Special Issue of "Dissent."
The following message was received from Terralingua member Walusako
Mwalilino on 13 November 1996.
I'm currently reading a Special Issue of DISSENT magazine (Summer,
1996). In case you haven't seen it yet -- and I presume you're
familiar with it -- I recommend that Terralingua should obtain a copy
for its future reference. The cover is entitled, "Embattled
Minorities Around the Globe: Rights, Hopes, Threats." The Table of
Contents includes such articles as:

Language and Minorities -- (Aryeh Neier)
Minority Rights: On the Importance of Local Knowledge -- (Daniel A.
Bell)
Language and American Citizens -- (Jean Bethke Elshtain)
Between Hope and History: Mexico's Indians Refuse to Disappear -(Douglas W. Payne)
Brazil: Indigenous Rights vs. Neoliberalism -- (Terence Turner)
History's Walls: Northern Ireland -- (Terry Golway)
Getting Better, Getting Worse: Minorities in East Central Europe -(Andre Liebich)
Whites in the New South Africa -- (R.W. Johnson)
Riot Journal: Sri Lanka -- (Shyam Selvadurai)
...etcetera, etcetera...
This Special Issue costs $7.50, but if you can't find it in a
bookstore, you could contact the Editor at: DISSENT magazine, 521
=46ifth Avenue, Suite 1700, New York, N.Y. 10017. Telephone: (212) 5953084.
All the best,
Walusako
............................................................................
......
TERRALINGUA IN THE MEDIA
Thanks to member Tony Leaver, on October 2 a favorable brief notice of
Terralingua appeared in Y Cymro (The Welshman), a prominent Welsh-language
newspaper. Titled "Chwilio am chwarae teg i holl ieithoedd y byd"
("Seeking a fair deal for the all the world's languages"), the article
summarized our statement of purpose and gave contact details.
A feature article on the Berkeley conference is scheduled to appear in the
=46ebruary 1997 edition of the American Anthropological Association's
newspaper, and several shorter notices on the conference have been posted
by Luisa Maffi and other conference participants to various e-mail lists
and newsletters.
............................................................................
......
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Endangered Language Fund.
The following item was posted to the ENDANGERED LANGUAGES e-mail list 12
November 1996:
Announcing the Creation of
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
<>
<>
<> THE ENDANGERED LANGUAGE FUND, INC. <>
<>
<>
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
This is a new, non-profit U.S. corporation dedicated to:

*
*
*

The scientific study of endangered languages
Support of native community attempts to maintain an
endangered language's viability
Dissemination of the results of those efforts both to
the native communities and the scholarly world

The Board of Directors consists of:
Douglas H. WHALEN (Haskins Laboratories; President)
Stephen R. ANDERSON (Yale U.)
Rebecca BENDING (Yakima/Nez Perce)
C. J. CHERRYH (author and classicist)
Noam CHOMSKY (MIT)
Melissa FAWCETT (Historian of the Mohegan Tribe)
Durbin FEELING (Tribal Linguist, Cherokee Nation)
Dennis HOLT (Southern Connecticut SU; Secretary/Treasurer)
Peter LADEFOGED (UCLA)
=46loyd LOUNSBURY (Yale U.)
Johanna NICHOLS (UC,Berkeley)
Languages have died off throughout history, but never have
we faced the massive extinction that is threatening the world
right now. As language professionals, we are faced with a stark
reality: Much of what we study will not be available to future
generations. The cultural heritage of many peoples is crumbling
while we look on. Are we willing to shoulder the blame for having
stood by a done nothing? The tide is too large to turn back
completely, but the Endangered Language Fund is designed to do
what we can.
The Fund will support communities that are trying to teach
dying languages to a new generation. Many languages have skipped
a generation, and extraordinary methods are needed for the
language to have any hope. Other languages would be helped
immensely by even traditional aids such as grammars and dictionaries.
Modern language teaching, including interactive programs, video
instruction, and practice tapes can also be of service. Even
languages that cannot be revived can be recorded to the extent
possible, preserving language in a way not available to previous
generations. These and other projects will be supported through
the awarding of grants to individuals and language communities.
A detailed Request for Proposals will appear this winter. The
number of awards that we can make will be directly dependent on
the amount of money we raise.
There are four levels of support:
Member: $50
Supporting Member: $100
Sustaining Member: $500 and up
=46riend of the Fund: Any amount
Members will receive our newsletter. Supporting members also
receive a discount on one language book (we are negotiating
with several publishers on this). Sustaining members will also
receive a copy of the language artifact (text, video, tape,
etc.) of their choice from the year's efforts.

***FOR THE FIRST YEAR ONLY, we will induct all Sustaining
Members into the FOUNDERS' CLUB. Inclusion in this club will
provide a permanent record of devotion to the cause of endangered
languages. Members will receive a plaque acknowledging their
crucial support in this effort.
The Endangered Language Fund has applied for U. S. Federal
tax-exempt status. While we cannot guarantee that we will
receive it, we are quite sure that we will. Any donation
made before the award will be retroactively eligible for
deduction from U.S. Federal income taxes once the exemption is
granted. ONE THING THAT WILL HELP US RECEIVE THIS STATUS IS
AN ENTHUSIASTIC RESPONSE FROM THE LINGUISTICS COMMUNITY.
PLEASE BE A PART OF THAT RESPONSE.
JOIN THE ENDANGERED LANGUAGE FUND TODAY!
Checks, in U.S. funds, can be made out to The Endangered
Language Fund. Mastercard and Visa are also accepted; include
card type, card number, expiration date, and signature.
Send to:
The Endangered Language Fund
Department of Linguistics
Yale University
New Haven, CT 06520
U.S.A.
Please pass on this announcement to your colleagues who are
not on the list.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Association for Linguistic Typology Conference.
The following announcement was received on 21 October from Johan van der Auw=
era.
Dear Terralinguists,
Would you be so kind as to post the Call for papers of the 2nd
International Conference of the Association for Linguistic Typology on
your list?
Many thanks,
Johan van der Auwera
University of Antwerp (UIA) - Linguistics - B-2610 Wilrijk - BELGIUM
phone: +32-3-8202776 - fax : +32-3-8202762 - auwera@uia.ua.ac.be

----ALT II
Announcement and Call for Papers
The second meeting of the Association for Linguistic Typology
(ALT II) will be held at the University of Oregon, Eugene, from
September 11 to September 14, 1997. (The dates are the same as

those that had been announced earlier. The venue, which is
different from that of some earlier discussions, is in order to
take advantage of the External Possessor Conference to be held
in Eugene immediately preceding ALT II and organized by Doris
Payne, dlpayne@oregon.uoregon.edu). The local organizer for ALT
II will be Scott DeLancey, Department of Linguistics, University
of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403-1290, USA,
delancey@darkwing.uoregon.edu.
Linguists wishing to present a paper at ALT II have to be members
of the Association (information from Johan van der Auwera,
coordinates below). They are are asked to send SIX copies of a
one-page abstract to the chair of the program committee,
Masayoshi Shibatani (address below), to reach him no later than
March 1, 1997. A second page (six copies) may be attached to the
abstract listing data. The program committee will, by May 1,
1997, convey its decision on acceptance of papers to those
submitting abstracts.
Each abstract should include the author's name (or authors'
names) and mailing address (please, just one mailing address for
multiple authors), including telephone, fax, and e-mail address
as available. Each abstract should specify the amount of time
requested for the presentation, including discussion, which may
be 30, 45, or 60 minutes. Members may also submit abstracts for
symposia, including the names of participants and the amount of
time requested (which may, of course, exceed 60 minutes).
Address for mailing abstracts:
Masayoshi Shibatani
=46aculty of Letters, Kobe University
1-1, Rokkodai-cho, Nada-ku
Kobe 657, Japan
Address for information on ALT:
Johan van der Auwera
Linguistics (GER), University of Antwerp (UIA)
B-2610 Antwerp
Belgium
auwera@uia.ua.ac.be
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
The following announcement was posted to the LG-SHIFT e-mail list on 28
November 1996.
=46ourth Annual Stabilizing Indigenous Languages Symposium:
Sharing Effective Language Renewal Practices
duBois Conference Center, Northern Arizona University (NAU), Flagstaff,
Arizona, May 2-3, 1997 sponsored by NAU's Bilingual Multicultural Education
Program and Navajo Language Program
This Symposium is designed to allow preschool, K-12, college, and
university American Indian language educators and activists through panels,
workshops, and papers to share ideas and materials for teaching American
Indian languages. The results of the conference will be shared with a wider

audience through a monograph.
Deadline for proposals is January 10, 1997
Contact Jon Reyhner, Box 5774, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, AZ
86011-5774 (Phone 520 523 0580; e-mail Jon.Reyhner@nau.edu) for more
information on the symposium and the call for presentations. Copies of the
256 page monograph "Stabilizing Indigenous Languages" (the proceedings of
the first and second symposiums in 1994 & 1995) are still available for
$7.00 (includes postage within U.S.). Contact Debbie Hawthorne, Box 5774,
=46lagstaff, AZ. 86011; Phone 520 523 2127.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
The Sacred Land Film Project.
In early December we received a fundraising letter from The Sacred Land
=46ilm Project, which will document Native American sacred lands (and the
threats to them) in four western states. The goals of this project are (1)
to deepen public understanding of indigenous peoples' struggles to protect
sacred places; (2) to rekindle respect and reverence for the land within
technological society, and (3) to help protect sacred sites and indigenous
cultures. For more information, contact Christopher MacLeod, Project
Director, The Sacred Land Film Project, P.O. Box C-151, La Honda,
California 94020 USA; eif@igc.apc.org.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Native California Network Language Programs.
In November we received a fundraising letter from the Native California
Network on behalf of its language preservation program. "Nearly every day
at Native California Network," the letter opens, "we receive news that
another California Indian Elder has passed on. They are from the last
generation of fluent native speakers. Recently, as one Elder was buried,
her own voice began to fill the air with a song. Before she died, she had
recorded her death song on a little tape recorder. She was well aware in
her final days that no one else knew her language fluently enough to sing
her on to her next journey." The letter goes on to describe some of NCN's
Language Programs:
*** Circle of Voices, a project to video-document the last remaining fluent
speakers in California;
*** Breath of Life / Silent No More, a week-long workshop for tribal
scholars with no living speakers, offered in conjunction with the
UC-Berkeley Linguistics Department;
*** California Languages Conference, a popular statewide gathering of
native families learning how to revive their languages together; and
*** Wukchumni Immersion Preschool, the first native language school in
California.
=46or more information, or to make a contribution, contact Donna Haro,
Salinan Nation Headwoman, and Chair, NCN Development Committee, 1670
Bloomfield Road, Sebastopol, California 95472 USA.
............................................................................
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HOW TO JOIN TERRALINGUA

Many of you reading this have expressed an interest in Terralingua, but
have yet to join. Of course, we hope you'll seize the moment now! There
are two ways to join:
By Contributing Money. One option--and it's only an option, not a
requirement--is to make a Membership Contribution. Any amount is welcome,
but we suggest a minimum of US$10 for a Regular Membership. You can be a
Donor Member by contributing US$100, and organizations can join for US$35.
Contributions will make you a member through June 1997.
By Contributing Effort. A second option is to join Terralingua by
volunteering to do something on behalf of the organization. Like what, you
ask?...
*** By translating Terralingua's Statement of Purpose from English into
one or more languages.
*** By distributing information on Terralingua to local groups, your circle
of friends, your family--to anyone who might be interested. We can provide
you with text and/or a master copy of introductory material on Terralingua
that you can reproduce and distribute locally.
*** By sending us the names of people or organizations we can contact to
further our work.
*** By contributing one or more items to this newsletter.
*** By contributing to the Terralingua Web site.
*** By working on Terralingua committees (as they are formed).
Anything you do along these lines qualifies you for Regular Membership
through June 1997. All you have to do is contact us with what you have
done or plan to do, and we'll convert your name from "Interested Person" to
"Regular Member" on our list. It's as simple as that!
Special Note to Supporters Outside North America. We have heard from a
number of you about how difficult (and outrageously expensive!) it is to
send US dollars for a membership contribution. Some of you, through heroic
effort, have managed to surmount these obstacles and send contributions
anyway, and for your interest and effort we are truly grateful. As far as
we can tell, the only relatively inexpensive ways to send contributions
internationally are through a credit card or by our opening depository
accounts in banks in various regions around the world. At some point down
the road we hope Terralingua will be able to use such methods. In the
meantime, please don't let these difficulties deter you from joining--just
send us a note and we'll enroll you as a Regular Member. We don't want to
exclude anyone who wants to join, so let us hear from you!
............................................................................
......
THE NEXT NEWSLETTER
Terralingua Newsletter #3 will come out in March 1997. The deadline for
items is March 1. Help us make this a real forum for news--let us know
what is happening in your area! Send your items to Terralingua at the
address below--either regular mail or e-mail is fine.
That's all for now.

Thanks, and, as always, best regards to you all!

............................................................................
..........

Terralingua
Partnerships for Linguistic and Biological Diversity
P.O. Box 122
*
Hancock, Michigan 49930-0122 USA
E-mail: gws@mail.portup.com
Web site: http://cougar.ucdavis.edu/nas/terralin/home.html
............................................................................
...........
A nonprofit international organization
devoted to preserving the world's linguistic diversity
and to investigating links between biological and cultural diversity
............................................................................
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If appropriate, please pass this information from Terralingua on to others-especially those without e-mail--or send us their postal addresses and we'll
be glad to mail the information to them. We want to make sure we reach
as many people as we can. So, feel free to copy and distribute the
information in this message, but please cite Terralingua as the source.
............................................................................

